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About This Game

Mini World is a 3D free-to-play sandbox game about exploration, creativity, and start an epic adventure with your friends.
There are no levels or restrictions, but only the freedom of your creation. The easy-to-join multiplayer settings allow you to

connect via PC and phones anywhere at any time. In our game, you can build a house, an apartment, a castle, or even a city. The
sky is the limit. You can also explore the underworld and challenge the Dark-Dragon with your friends.

In addition to Survival Mode, you can download and play some fun mini-games made by other players. There are various types
of mini-games, like parkour, puzzle, FPS, or strategy. Of course, these games are fun if you play with your friends!

Mini World is a great platform. With hundreds of blocks to choose from and over 1000 ingame items to play with, you can
express yourself in the world anyway you like!

Key Features:

1 Enormous Sandbox World – explore an expansive sandbox world with a variety of unique cute monsters, blocks, materials,
and mines.

2 Unique game - Unique game engine with cute game character design
3 Single Player and Multiplayer – jump into a friend's game with friendly fire turned on, or start a new world on your own.

Share your game with other players, or join other players from all over the world in theirs.
4 Gallery - You can upload or download the works at the Gallery, have a look at the hottest MOD map，game map or others’

work.
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5 Game mode – Survival mode, Creation mode or mini games created by other players, you can enjoy the charm of this game
anywhere at any time.

6 Powerful game-editor - There are various types of mini-games, spanning from parkour, to puzzle, to FPS, to strategy, etc... all
can be made by the ingame-editor

CS email: MiniworldCustomerService@gmail.com
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Title: Mini World: Block Art
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Miniwan Technology Co.,Limited
Publisher:
Miniwan Technology Co.,Limited
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018
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English,French,Japanese,Thai,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Portuguese
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This is truly the Pirates of the Carribean of multiplayer, the engine seems like the ut2004 so no heavy lifting, and it really has it
all. You can be the loner and attempt to fly stealth and sabatoge or take an enemy ship and use against them, or you can be part
of a crew where team work is key. Its UT2004 Torlan but in the sky. Definately give this one a go, and at the price of 15 bucks!
Definately one for your collection.. Whoa, this game is horrible. This is just slightly better than its prequel. Controls are still
♥♥♥♥ed up, voice acting is still terrible, graphics are irrelevant for this kind of game, but it still bugs me how bad this game
was made overall. Bad programming at its best.
I had to force myself through this game, through this torture, just for the sake of the plot which wasn't even that good. Holmes
conclusion is the only good moment in this game. They even ♥♥♥♥ed up the cinematics.. It cracks me up how so many people
have such negative comments about this game....its EARLY ACCESS PEOPLE and yes there is still alot to be done and its just
a glimpse of whats to come...be glad its free and quit complaining and be patient...so far i think it looks pretty good...really
missed PS-HOME so im glad there bringing something similar...i will definately be patient for this one :-). A respectible
"Experiment" but a full fleged game with a price tag this is not
The game still drops frames and lacks many basic features a game should have
I think this was a missed opportunity to make a game with a real classic style
Maybe release it as Early Access and build upon the software renderer and content
Instead it seems to be a proof of concept with placeholder sound effects. Well worth the money. Lots of fun. Pros:
- Good idea for puzzles, fun to play
- It's a long game. For its price it gives 60 levels which is sweet. The puzzles ain't so easy either.

Cons:
- Music. This is first thing that comes to mind. The music is so annoying, and it always starts over when replaying the level
(getting stuck, that's why) and it feels so glitchy, but the reason is just rushed game design
- Graphics. It's okay, decent, but all the backgrounds and levels and so on looks so same. This just looks so copy-paste
everywhere, rushed, done in few days / weeks.
- Controls... terrible, very terrible.

overall rating 3/10. good good good
. this is fun!
an on-the-rails shooter with gun and shield
still needs some fine tuning, but for 4$ its well worth it id say! :). Very good game for the price. Creates a good and terrifying
atmosphere with some good jumpscares.

8 chairs smacking you in the face out of 10
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FTL + XCOM + Mass Effect.
Excellent game that you can play in small chunks of time.. Is there anything better than Alexander the Great?
A total war expansion based on his campaigns!. Achievements.
Easy 100% / 1h, just idle.. This game is beautiful. Just absolutely beautiful in every way, and a very well-designed RPG.
Unfortunately, though, it lacks a professional level of polish. I encountered multiple bugs with the game, including one at the
very end of the game that rendered it unbeatable for me. So as much as I initially enjoyed this game, I have to warn potential
buyers of this.. Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn.. The game is full of♥♥♥♥♥♥ uninteresting I do not
understand who in this plays what kind of morons created it Well it's not at all interesting garbage full. fix the damn long range
defense weapons jesus christ it becomes unbarebly to play. A wave shooter that you stand in one place, but it has amazing
atmosphere and shooting mechanics. Buy on sale and you won't be dissapointed if you're a horror fan.
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